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LUNA mini 2 provides personalized spa
massage and cleansing in a once-compact
package.n is an advanced cleansing facial
massager T- Sonicâ„¢ with amazing
pulsing vibration action. Thanks to this
rhythmic stimulation of the area around
the eyes, swelling and dark circles will
disappear. MD Tech has created a
massaging brush that provides full
stimulation to the lower face and lip area.
In addition, the massager has a heating
function at home. This means that you
always have the opportunity to relax and
adjust to the room temperature. The
combination of these two functions will
allow you to instantly get an instant effect.
iBAX Mini 2 is about the size of a mobile
phone when folded. An innovative design
that takes into account the anatomical
features of the face. The adjustable
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backrest of the massage head and the easy-
to-carry handle allow the iBAx Mini2 to be
used to massage any part of the face. The
100% latex mask included in the box fully
protects the skin during the massage. The
back of the T-sonicâ•� mini massager is
made of precisely fitted plates that cover
the forehead, cheeks, lower jaw area, ears
and do not allow them to be damaged
during the procedure. In order to use the
iTAX mini, you need two seconds to open
and close the lid. Take out the mask, turn
on the massager and enjoy an instant
relaxing treatment. The T-SAX Vario
massager is made in a durable golden
lacquered body. It can be used not only as
a massager, but also as a convenient
compress massager for the face and neck.
The T-RAX massage mask gently
distributes isotonic and relaxing currents
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and energizes the skin, giving it a healthier
and more radiant appearance. The user can
choose one of two massage intensity levels
depending on individual needs. iTAx mini
Vario consists of three universal
massagers: T-AX, T-AG, TAX. All
massage heads have a thermal fuse that
prevents overheating of the skin during
and after the massage. T-ARA massagers
are suitable for all skin types due to the
anatomical design. How T-spa works The
anti-gravity principle of the T-Spa
massager allows you to perform
procedures effectively and safely for any
skin type. The massage effect is achieved
due to the effect of vibration and rotation
of the massage heads against gravity. With
its form
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